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Labbis Selects GO-Global for Easy, Web-enabled Access
to Business Information Applications from Anywhere
GraphOn Corp. Enters into Partnership with Lithuanian ISV Labbis
SANTA CRUZ, CA, USA – July 27, 2009 – GraphOn Corporation (OTCBB: GOJO.OB), a leading worldwide
developer of thin-client application publishing and Web-enabling solutions, today announced that UAB Labbis,
an independent software vendor (ISV) headquartered in Vilnius, Lithuania, has entered into an ISV partnership
with GraphOn to resell the company’s GO-Global Web-enabling software.
Labbis has integrated GO-Global into its Labbis business information system and its Bonus human resources
system. As a result, the company’s customers will now be able to access these leading application packages
from anywhere using any Web browser – regardless of connection, location, platform, or operating system.
GO-Global is a fast, simple, and affordable way for ISVs to instantly extend the reach of Windows applications
to the Web or to different platforms such as UNIX, Linux, Mac OS X, Windows Mobile, or Pocket PC. GO-Global
reduces time-to-market while eliminating the expense and effort normally required to rewrite applications for the
Web or alternate platforms. With GO-Global, ISVs like Labbis retain 100% of their application’s features and
functions.
“We selected GO-Global because it’s a straightforward Web-enabling and remote access solution that meets
our needs,” said Labbis Business Development Manager Genovaite Ravinskiene. “We also evaluated Microsoft
Windows Terminal Server and 2X ThinClientServer, but found GraphOn GO-Global to be the easy, user-friendly
solution to access Labbis and Bonus via the Internet without the need for local installations. GO-Global provides
easy configuration, easy publishing, and easy management.”
“We are pleased that UAB Labbis chose GO-Global to Web enable their applications and we look forward to a
mutually beneficial partnership,” said Tom Castanzo, GraphOn Regional Manager – EMEA/Australasia.
About Labbis
Established in 1991, UAB Labbis is a leading software development company headquartered in Vilnius with
branch office throughout Lithuania. In addition to its Labbis and Bonus systems, the company also offers the
Porte hotel management system and the Konto business information system. For more information, call
+370.(5).210.77.22 or visit www.labbis.lt.
About GraphOn
GraphOn Corporation is a publicly-traded company headquartered in Santa Cruz, California. For over two
decades, GraphOn has been an innovator of cost-effective, advanced solutions that help customers access
applications from anywhere. GraphOn’s high-performance software provides fast remote access, cross-platform
connectivity, and a centralized architecture that delivers a dramatically lower cost of ownership. The company’s
solutions run under Microsoft (MSFT) Windows, Linux and UNIX, including Sun (JAVA) Solaris, IBM AIX,
Hewlett-Packard (HPQ) HP-UX, and others. For more information, 1.800.GRAPHON in the USA,
+44.1344.668534 in Europe, or visit www.graphon.com.
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